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Our most important sense

• The eye is our most important and most sensitive sense.

• Approx. 85-90 % of all perceptions occur via our eyes.

• The natural protective functions like eyelashes, epiphora, eyelids 

and eyelid closure reflex are often not sufficient in the professional 

life.

• If a person’s visual function is restrained due to an accident, not only 

he himself suffers, but also his complete social environment.
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Possible hazards

- things getting into the eye!

- flashes, bright lights!

- splashes!

Optical 

hazards

Chemical 

hazards

Mechanical 

hazards
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Mechanical hazards

metal splinter embedded in the 

lens

damage caused by 

metal fragments getting 

into the eye whilst 

grinding
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Chemical hazards

e.g. lime burn
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Optical hazards

severe eye inflammation

e.g. arc eye
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optic nervelens

pupil

cornea

upper eyelid

lower eyelid

retina

How do we protect our eyes?
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Natural defence 

mechanisms

 eyelashes

 tears

 eyelids

 lid closing reflex

1st line defence
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How can we protect our eyes?
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 Physical

protection

 UV-

protection

Most important protection



Lens material
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Polycarbonate 

(PC)

+ High impact

resistance

Glass 

(G)

+ Scratch-

resistant

+ High heat

resistance

- Low impact

resistance

Celluloseacetat

(CA)

+ Chemical  

resistant

+ High heat

resistance

- Low impact

resistance

Hardened glass

(HG)

+ Scratch-

resistant

+ High heat

resistance

- Low impact

resistance



Lens Colours
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AR

CBR

Sunglare Blue



Lens Markings
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Lens Markings
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K 

Antiscratch

Optional requirements
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Optional requirements

N

Antifog



Frame Markings
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Mechanical Strength

S Increased robustness

spectacles with hardened/

laminated glass

F Low-energy impact (45 m/s)

spectacles with PC lens, 

goggles with CA lens

B Medium-energy impact (120 m/s)

goggles with PC lens

A High-energy impact (190 m/s)

only certain visors
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BLUE light 

in the electromagnetic spectrum
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BLUE light in the electromagnetic spectrum

In the electromagnetic spectrum, blue light lies in the wavelength range 

between 380 and 500 nanometres. It therefore falls within the visible part 

of the spectrum, to which we are exposed every day.

Blue light can be found everywhere – in the natural light emitted by the 

sun, or in the artificial light emitted by LED lamps or screens 

(smartphones, tablets, computers, televisions).
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The positive effects of BLUE light

Blue light regulates our biorhythm or biological clock. The body uses the 

natural blue light from the sun to distinguish between day and night and to 

regulate our sleep-wake cycle. The perception of blue light (approx. 490 

nm) stimulates and controls the production of the sleep hormone 

melatonin.

Blue light is also thought to lift our mood and increase the feeling of well-

being.
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BLUE light is hazardous to the eyes

The shorter the wavelength of light, the more energy it stores. 

Blue light waves fall within the short wave range of the visible spectrum 

and belongs to the most energy-rich ones.

This explains why blue light (between approx. 380 and 450 nm) is more 

hazardous than other light.
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The risks associated with BLUE light

Eye fatigue

The energy emitted from blue light causes it to flicker more than other light.

It also produces more glare, resulting in eye fatigue and headaches.

Sleep rhythm disorders

Especially in the evening, artificial blue light disturbs our biorhythm by slowing 

down the secretion of melatonin.

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD)

Contact with harmful blue light (between 

380 and 450 nm) can lead to age-related

Macular degeneration. This means that

retinal cells can become irreversibly 

damaged.
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So what can you do?

Wearing safety spectacles that reduce harmful blue light

is recommended at workplaces with screens as well as for people who

work in environments with glaring artificial light sources (LED lighting).

Safety spectacles with uvex CBR65 tint absorb around 50 % of blue light

ensuring effective protection against harmful blue light without impairing

the sleep cycle. They are ideal for use at workplaces with screens.
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Thank you for your attention!
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